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DO YOU HEAR WHAT I HEAR?  

 

 What if you heard voices in your head? Would you be willing to talk about it? I’ll bet you’d 

think you were losing your mind.  

How about if you were seeing flashes of pictures that have no meaning? Does that mean you are 

schizophrenic? Maybe you’re flat-out crazy, or maybe even demonized.  

In any case, something like this is definitely in the “woo-woo” category, isn’t it?  

The voices and pictures in your head could be from dissociation. This happens when a part of 

your mind “splits off” in order to protect you from a traumatic memory.  

Dissociation is so widely misunderstood. People joke about it so 

they can more comfortably deal with what they perceive as a serious 

mental problem. They tend to think only of the worst case 

scenario, which is what Hollywood presents in “The United States 

of Tara” on cable television, or “The Three Faces of Eve”, a movie from the 1960’s about a 

woman with what was then called multiple personality disorder but is now referred to as 

dissociative identity disorder.   

To begin this discussion, let me assure you that the subject of this series is not misspelled. Lots 

of people mispronounce it as “dis-association”, which is the wrong word. Two different 

meanings. Just thought I’d get that out of the way!  

      Does hearing the term “dissociation” make you uneasy? It shouldn’t. 

Dissociation is not a single entity, but a continuum of behaviors. We might even consider 
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sleep to be a type of dissociation. Part of your mind keeps working to process stuff from your 

day while the rest of your mind is unaware of it. Without sleep, eventually both mind and body 

would break down.  

Interesting concept.  

The most common and mildest form of dissociation (and I bet you’ve experienced this) is the 

so-called mind vacation. Have you ever been driving a familiar and tedious stretch of road, 

checked out mentally for a little while, and then wondered how the drive went so fast? Part of 

your mind got bored and took a little vacation, leaving the rest to continue driving. Of course, if 

an emergency or simply something interesting had occurred, your mind would have resumed full 

concentration, leaving no one the wiser—probably not even you. No sweat.  

Dissociation is not what I would consider a true mental disorder, although it is listed in the 

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM). What I mean by this is that I 

believe it shouldn’t be categorized with the aberrations of brain chemistry that cause (to list only 

two) schizophrenia and bipolar disorder. No one really knows the origin of the chemical 

imbalance in these cases. 

 

However, we do know the origin of dissociation. It is a defense 

mechanism that is learned in response to trauma.  

 

It is a God-given gift to a child’s soul.  

(Remember, our soul is made up of our mind, our will, and our emotions.) 

Funny thing about dissociation: if you didn’t learn it as a young child, some say before the age of 

seven, you won’t learn it later. You might dissociate from a particularly horrendous memory 

(like war or rape), but it won’t become a habit. When dissociation is a habit, a person does it 

without thought. It’s automatic and usually not remembered. And it leaves tremendous gaps in 

the memory.  
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GO TO YOUR HAPPY PLACE 

 

We’ve just began to scratch the surface of dissociation. 

        Let’s continue our discussion by assigning some imaginary 

numbers to clarify things. Consider a continuum from one to one 

hundred. So, if the shortest “mind vacation” is a number 1 on our 

scale, let’s go to somewhere around number 40.  

Of course, there are a lot of levels of dissociation before then. Just 

assume that the times of being unaware get gradually longer and 

deeper as we progress toward the center of the continuum. At this 

level, episodes of dissociation aren’t much of a problem but could become annoying. Someone 

could simply be accused of not paying attention or of being forgetful.  

He might notice a loss of memory of some childhood event. For example, a child who was in a 

documented car accident at age five might have no memory of it. His terrified little mind 

couldn’t make any sense of what was happening so the memory was sequestered in a safe place. 

The more traumatic the incident, the more likely that the memory would be dissociated.  

Most people have some buried memories because of apparently minor childhood occurrences. 

This is not a big deal; these misplaced memories represent only a tiny fraction of the total. They 

generally have minimal, if any effect on the adult’s life. An exception could be (as in the 

example given above) if the trauma and its repressed memory manifest as an unreasonable fear 

of driving or riding in a car. 

For a long time, professionals believed that a child would remember nothing that happened 

before the age of four or five. I think they remember but it may not be understandable to an 

adult.  
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My very first memory is a traumatic one that occurred when I was less than three years old. I fell 

down the stairs at our new home and hit my head on the concrete basement floor. What I 

remember is being at the top of the stairs, then on the basement floor, then on the kitchen counter 

with mom examining me. Nothing else. The memory is fragmented, but it is real.        I always 

thought it was a dream, but my mom assures me it actually happened.  

Because I was immediately comforted, I suspect my mind decided it would 

be safe to remember and not dissociate the traumatic event. However, I 

have always had some discomfort while going down steep stairs.   

 

Children who experience repeated trauma (abuse) will often learn to 

dissociate at an early age to protect themselves.  

 

I’m sure you’ve heard the phrase, “Go to your happy place.”  

This is roughly what happens: the child simply leaves mentally. He divides his mind so that part 

will remain to endure the pain and the rest can look away. The memory remains intact but 

hidden. It may stay there forever.  

The concept of recovered memories can be a bit controversial, but it’s more than I want to 

address in this section. Instead, we’ll explore further and get into the realm of the more severe 

types of dissociation.  

Before we get that far, however, let’s talk about the origins of dissociation. 

 

HOW COULD THIS HAPPEN?  

 

Trauma doesn’t have to be severe from an adult perspective for it to cause dissociation in a child.  
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      To a very young child, getting separated from Mom in a grocery store can be 

extremely traumatic. With a few months or years added to his age, it becomes a matter of him 

going to the manager’s desk and asking for help. When he’s a little older he might approach a 

clerk and ask for his mom to be paged. As the brain develops more reasoning ability, the child 

learns how to deal with this level of trauma with more logic and effectiveness. 

A child who has learned habitual dissociation might disconnect when he loses mom in the store 

and not remember anything between the time he got lost and when mom appeared again. 

However, dissociation is much less likely to occur in a child who has felt safe throughout his 

young life.  

What happens when the dissociative child grows up?  

If someone learned to dissociate at a young age due to repeated trauma, that response establishes 

a pattern and tends to continue. Since this behavior began at such a young age, it becomes an 

ordinary part of life to him. Even in adulthood, a dissociative person generally doesn’t notice 

when it occurs. He may wonder about gaps in his memory but won’t have an answer for them. 

Those gaps could even seem normal to him; he could assume that everyone has them.   

Dissociation does not require a conscious decision or choice once the pattern exists. One cannot 

simply demand that an adult stop dissociating. A person will always default to a habitual activity 

when challenged or threatened.  

It’s just the nature of things.  

If someone has not learned to dissociate at a young age, will she dissociate for any reason as an 

adult? Maybe. It’s a lot less likely, but if the trauma is severe enough, dissociation could still 

occur as a voluntary or an involuntary reaction.  

For example, a woman who suffers a violent rape may forget the face of her attacker even if she 

saw it clearly. She will remember the time before the actual event and the time following it but 
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will “forget” at least part of the incident itself.  Seeing the perpetrator’s photo may stimulate the 

memory to come forward into her conscious memory. Smelling something similar to the 

attacker’s odor or hearing a voice similar to his may bring the memory forward. It was not 

forgotten, just separated. It needed a stimulus to integrate it into her conscious memory.  

     The horrors of war can lead someone to make the choice to 

dissociate from the terror. His life is in jeopardy and he can do 

nothing to stop it. Torture victims have spoken of feeling 

disembodied when they revisit the memory; this also is a 

manifestation of dissociation.  

Is dissociation a choice or a reflex? Depending on the person and 

the circumstances, it can be either. 

 

I hope you’ve enjoyed this brief explanation of the basics of dissociation. This subject 
has been kept in the shadows too long. Only recently has there been much realization 
that God can heal the torment and the lies that come from traumatic memories.  

For further information, please go to my website and blog at www.cordsofgrace.com 

Additional resources/websites include Restoration in Christ Ministries (www.rcm-
usa.com)  and Theophostic Ministry (www.theophostic.com ) 
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